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Sit back, relax and grab a bowl of popcorn. This week’s armchair inspiration comes in many forms,
from movies that ignite wanderlust and destinations that make you crave a pint to romantic locales
that are standing by to sweep you off your feet.
Wherever you end up traveling once the world reopens for exploration, it’s important to know the
details of every segment of your vacation. Travel insurance, cruise and airline tickets, car rental
agreements — they all come with fine print that can make or break your journey. As travel
professionals, we understand those details so you don’t have to. And believe us — when the COVID-19
shutdown first kicked off, stranding travelers far and wide, knowing that fine print helped us assist our
clients quickly and efficiently.
Enjoy a moment of inspiration with this new video titled “Dreaming Doesn’t Stop” from our good
partners at Globus Family of Brands. And remember — Dream Now, Travel Later!

Travel Inspired Movies to Stream

Top Destinations for Beer Lovers

For over a century, movies have proven to be
the ideal escape. Romance, action, thrillers,
fantasy, classics — not only do we get caught
up in the characters and the stories, but we also
get drawn into the settings. With that in mind,
here are 14 movies you can stream that truly
showcase some of the world’s most inspiring
locales.

For true beer lovers, the highlight of any
vacation is hoisting pints of the local stouts,
IPAs and lagers of their vacation destination.
They will not be disappointed at these
destinations, where the quality and variety of
the beer attracts millions every year.

CLICK FOR THE FULL LIST

CLICK FOR THE FULL LIST

Romantic Getaways Across North America

Traveling Tunes

There are few better ways to celebrate finally
being able to explore the world than with
a romantic couples’ escape. North America is a
great place to start. Whether you opt for a long
weekend in a scenic new city or a simple
change of scenery with a luxury staycation close
to home, there are plenty of options to satisfy
your travel craving. Read on to discover a few
of our favorite North American destinations to
kick your cabin fever and explore somewhere
new.

Music often moves us, but did you know it can
also take us to another country? We put
together several playlists that will musically
transport you to destinations around the world.
Click the link below and take your ears on a toetapping vacation, from calming airplane tunes,
to French romance, Mexico Mariachi and more.

CLICK FOR THE FULL LIST

LISTEN NOW ON SPOTIFY

Real stories on how travel advisors aided their clients during the outbreak and
disruption of COVID-19.
“Our son Matt left for Croatia last August. [Our travel advisor] Hilary made all the arrangements
for him to fly as a Rotarian Foreign Exchange student. Three weeks ago, Matt’s appendix burst,
and he was hospitalized just as the coronavirus hit in Croatia. He spent eight days in the hospital
and then one week recovering with his host family. Hilary worked tirelessly to get Matt on a

flight home to Utah. We thought we had found a flight only to find it was cancelled the day of his
expected return. Hilary again went to work for us to find a second flight out of Croatia. Finally,
on April 8, he flew out of Croatia, to Frankfurt, to Amsterdam, Atlanta and finally Salt Lake City.
A flight total of over 48 hours. We are elated, and beyond grateful for her sincere and
compassionate efforts in bringing our son home. I am sure you can imagine the stress we felt
from not being able to personally help our son. It was a frightening and difficult time for our
family. And, thanks to Hilary, we are back together as a family. She is a true professional!”
- A satisfied client

Look out for another installment of Armchair Explorer next week!
And feel free to contact our agency about any travel questions you have.
Until next time …
608-784-9820

TRAVEL BETTER WITH YOUR TRAVEL EXPERT.

We’re here to ensure your vacation exceeds all expectations.

